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total destruction includes a ton of new content, including new units, new features, and a campaign
structure that allows for quick, but very flexible, campaigns. this mod fixes a ton of gameplay
issues and adds a ton of new content, like a general assault variant of the t-90 main battle tank, a
new version of the m-44 heavy tank, and a new version of the t-34 with an improved gun. the
reworked artillery is much better, too, and includes new variants of the soviet 85mm field gun, the
german 85mm pak 38, the american 105mm howitzer m1, the american 155mm howitzer m1, and
the american 155mm howitzer m1a1. the same soldier, wearing the same overalls, appears on the
box cover art for red alert 2: yuri's revenge and red alert 2: tsar's madness. his expression is far
more serious, and some of the hair was changed. he is also no longer wearing the star-and-
eyepiece helmet. the soldier appears to be the leader of the volkov unit, given the three staff
officers are all named volkov (although one is a woman), and the volkov helmet is also worn by the
general who follows him. the sword, seen on the volkov helmet, is also seen on the volkov staff
officers' helmets. the troops in the volkov unit are more closely linked with the volkov mission than
the other units. the soldier can be seen on the box cover art for the red alert 2: yuri's revenge
expansion pack. as with the main game and red alert 2: tsar's madness, he wears the star-and-
eyepiece helmet. the soldier appears to be volkov himself, although his unit's name, "soldiers of
volkov" is absent. the name "soldiers of volkov" was later included in the expansion pack for red
alert 2: yuri's revenge to read volkov would be doing as well, which is likely the reason it is present
in the box art.
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